GiveForward v. Hodges by United States District Court for the District of Maryland
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND 
 
 
GIVEFORWARD, INC., 
a Delaware Corporation  
   
 Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant  
   
  v.  
   
KENA HODGES, individually and as Legal   
Guardian for KDH,  
    
 Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Civil Action No.: 1:13-cv-01891-JFM 
 
DEFENDANTS/COUNTER-PLAINTIFFS’  
ANSWER AND COUNTERCLAIM 
 
 Defendants and Counter-Plaintiffs, Kena Hodges, Individually and as Legal Guardian for 
KDH,1 (collectively, “Defendants” or “Counter-Plaintiffs”), by and through their attorneys, Anne 
T. McKenna, Steven J. Kelly, and Silverman, Thompson, Slutkin & White, LLC, hereby answer 
the Complaint filed by Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward, Inc., (“GiveForward”) and 
state as follows: 
1.  Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs admit that GiveForward runs a website, but to the 
extent GiveForward describes itself as “online fundraising platform,” Defendants/Counter-
Plaintiffs deny that GiveForward is merely a “platform” that is used by third party individuals.  
To the extent GiveForward holds its online fundraising conduct out in a legally conclusory 
manner or characterizes facts for purposes of how its conduct is defined under the 
Communications Decency Act, the remaining allegations of Paragraph 1 are legal conclusions to 
                                                 
1 Pursuant to Rule 5.2 of the FRCP, the minor child, KDH, is only being identified by his initials. KDH is the 8-year 
old son of Ms. Kena Hodges. Plaintiff and its counsel have violated Rule 5.2 and the Local Rules of this Court in 
naming the minor defendant who they have sued and identified repeatedly by his full name, constituting a repeated 
and continued unlawful violation of KDH’s privacy. 
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which no response is required.  To the extent that GiveForward’s characterizations are 
considered factual allegations with regard to the Communications Decency Act, 
Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs specifically deny all allegations set forth in Paragraph 1. 
2. Upon information and belief, Defendants admit the allegation in Paragraph 2 of 
GiveForward’s Complaint that Kimani Johnson (“Johnson”) worked with GiveForward to launch 
a fraudulent fundraiser but Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs specifically deny that Johnson merely 
“used” GiveForward to do so.  GiveForward “coached” Johnson in how to launch the fraudulent 
fundraiser.  Accordingly, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny all allegations in Paragraph 2 of 
the Complaint other than that Johnson worked with GiveForward’s online website. 
3. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs specifically deny the allegation in paragraph 3 that 
May 20, 2013 was the first instance upon which Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs contacted 
GiveForward to advise of the fraudulent fundraiser.  Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs admit that 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Kena Hodges advised GiveForward of its fraudulent activities, but 
she did so on or about April 24, 2013.   
4. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny all allegations contained in Paragraph 4 of the 
Complaint. 
5. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs lack knowledge or information sufficient to form a 
belief about the truth of the allegations with respect to Johnson’s communications with 
GiveForward contained in Paragraph 5 of the Complaint.   Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs 
specifically deny that Johnson returned all but $400 dollars of donations to the defrauded donors.  
This is a misrepresentation of facts to the Court. 
6. Upon information and belief, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny that 
GiveForward had confirmed that “several donations” were returned on the date that GiveForward 
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filed this Complaint.  Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs lack knowledge or information sufficient to 
form a belief about the truth of the remainder of allegations contained in Paragraph 6 of the 
Complaint. 
7. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 7 of 
the Complaint is excerpted from Exhibit A to the Complaint, which is undersigned counsel’s 
confidential and privileged settlement communication that GiveForward improperly attached to 
the Complaint. Paragraph 7 contains impermissible argument to which no response is required.  
To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations 
set forth in Paragraph 7.  Paragraph 7 further asserts legal conclusions to which no response is 
required.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 7. 
8.  Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs admit that the quoted language in Paragraph 8 of 
the Complaint is excerpted from Exhibit B to the Complaint, which is undersigned counsel’s 
confidential and privileged settlement communication that GiveForward improperly attached to 
the Complaint. Paragraph 8 contains impermissible argument to which no response is required.  
To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations 
set forth in Paragraph 8.  Paragraph 8 further asserts legal conclusions to which no response is 
required.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 8 of the Complaint. 
9. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs specifically deny that “GiveForward did not 
provide, create, or select any content” for the fraudulent fundraiser at issue. Paragraph 9 of the 
Complaint further states conclusions of law to which no response is necessary.  To the extent that 
any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations set forth in 
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Paragraph 9.  Paragraph 9 contains impermissible argument to which no response is required.  To 
the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations set 
forth in Paragraph 9 of the Complaint.  
10. Upon information and belief, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs admit the allegations 
contained in Paragraph 10 of the Complaint. 
11. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 11 of 
the Complaint as of the time that this answer is filed. 
12. Paragraph 12 of the Complaint states conclusions of law to which no response is 
necessary.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 12. 
13. Paragraph 13 of the Complaint states conclusions of law to which no response is 
necessary.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 13. 
COUNT I 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
14. Paragraph 14 of the Complaint is merely an incorporation by reference and does 
not require a response other than to clarify that Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs specific responses 
are likewise incorporated by reference. 
15. Paragraph 15 of the Complaint states conclusions of law to which no response is 
necessary. To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 15 of the Complaint.   
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16. Paragraph 16 of the Complaint states conclusions of law to which no response is 
necessary. To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 16 of the Complaint.   
17. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 17 of 
the Complaint.   Paragraph 17 of the Complaint further states conclusions of law to which no 
response is necessary.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs 
deny the allegations set forth in Paragraph 17 of the Complaint.  Paragraph 17 further contains 
impermissible argument to which no response is required.  To the extent that any response is 
required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations set forth in Paragraph 17 of the 
Complaint.  
18. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 18 of 
the Complaint. Paragraph 18 of the Complaint further states conclusions of law to which no 
response is necessary.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs 
deny the allegations set forth in Paragraph 18 of the Complaint.  Paragraph 18 further contains 
impermissible argument to which no response is required.  To the extent that any response is 
required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations set forth in Paragraph 18 of the 
Complaint.   
19. Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations contained in Paragraph 19 of 
the Complaint.  Defendants further deny that Plaintiff is entitled to any relief whatsoever in this 
suit Paragraph 19 of the Complaint further states conclusions of law to which no response is 
necessary.  To the extent that any response is required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the 
allegations set forth in Paragraph 19 of the Complaint.  Paragraph 19 further contains 
impermissible argument to which no response is required.  To the extent that any response is 
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required, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs deny the allegations set forth in Paragraph 19 of the 
Complaint. 
GENERAL DEFENSES AND NEGATIVE DEFENSES 
20. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward lacks the capacity to sue. 
21. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward lacks authority to sue in a 
representative capacity. 
22. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be 
granted. 
23. This Court lacks jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action. 
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES 
24. Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 8(c), Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs assert the following 
affirmative defenses: 
25. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward assumed the risk. 
26. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward is contributorily negligent. 
27. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward is estopped from asserting some or all 
of its claims. 
28. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by fraud. 
29. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by payment. 
30. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by the doctrine of release. 
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31. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by the statute of frauds. 
32. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by its own misconduct. 
33. Plaintiffs’ claims are barred by the doctrines of unclean hands and/or in pari 
delicto. 
34. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by the statute of limitations. 
35. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred in whole or in part 
by the doctrine of ultra vires. 
36. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward have in whole or part waived their 
claims. 
37. Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward’s claims are barred by the doctrine of 
illegality 
38. As discovery has not yet begun in this case, which is in its initial stages, 
Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs reserve the right to raise additional defenses as discovery 
progresses. 
WHEREFORE, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs Kena Hodges and KDH Donnovan 
Hodges deny that Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant is entitled to a Declaratory Judgment that, 
pursuant to the Communications Decency Act of 1996, Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant has 
immunity to any cause of action brought by Defendants, or any other relief whatsoever.  
Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs pray that Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant’s Action be dismissed with 
prejudice, with an award to Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs for costs and expenses of this 
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litigation, including reasonable attorney’s fees, and such other relief as the Court may deem just 
and proper. 
COUNTERCLAIM AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL 
 
 Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff, Kena Hodges, individually and as legal guardian of KDH, a 
minor, by and through their attorneys Anne T. McKenna, Steven J. Kelly, and Silverman 
Thompson Slutkin & White, LLC, hereby file this Counterclaim against Plaintiff/Counter-
Defendant, GiveForward, Inc.  In support of this Counter-Complaint, Defendants/Counter-
Plaintiffs state as follows:  
NATURE OF THE ACTION 
 Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Kena Hodges (“Ms. Hodges”) is the single mother of eight-
year old KDH. At all times pertinent to the underlying action, the two resided in Prince Georges 
County, Maryland. KDH’s biological father is Kimani Johnson (“Johnson”). Ms. Hodges was 
awarded sole custody of KDH following a series of assaults and attempted-assaults by Johnson; 
Johnson has seen his son once in the last 8 years.  Ms. Hodges learned in the Spring of 2013 that 
Johnson—a convicted criminal with no parental custodial rights who went to jail ten years ago 
for beating her and trying to force an abortion of KDH—had successfully launched a fraudulent 
online fundraiser together with the for-profit website, www.giveforward.com, which is owned 
and operated by Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant GiveForward, Inc. (“GiveForward”).  Through their 
fraudulent fundraising efforts, GiveForward and Johnson were able to raise over eleven thousand 
of dollars from unsuspecting donors. 
 GiveForward aggressively advertises itself as the “premier online platform for medical 
fundraising.” Using fundraising coaches and its own targeted social media marketing, 
GiveForward helps individuals to solicit donations for themselves or a family member suffering 
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from a medical illness, injury, etc. GiveForward provides “fundraising coaches” and tips for 
users to establish an effective fundraising plan. GiveForward collects all donations received; 
GiveForward retains a seven-percent fee of all donations for its own profit; and then 
GiveForward distributes the remainder of donations to the individual who started the fundraiser.  
 Johnson used GiveForward’s web platform to create a profile that falsely claimed KDH 
was suffering from a terminal heart condition, which required a life-saving operation, and 
fraudulently solicited thousands of dollars in donations. Counter-Plaintiff Hodges played no role 
in this scheme, and only learned of Johnson’s activity after a stranger called her to inquire about 
her son’s heart condition. GiveForward took no steps to verify the accuracy of Johnson’s 
fundraising page initially, and, once notified of Johnson’s deception, took no actions to notify or 
refund donors until Counter-Plaintiff’s counsel insisted GiveFoward notify the defrauded donors.  
When Ms. Hodges notified GiveForward of the fraud, GiveForward’s bullying response was to 
sue the victim and her eight-year old son in federal court. 
FACTS COMMON TO ALL COUNTS 
1. Ms. Hodges is a former college and professional basketball player, and currently 
works as a professional model and as a Recruitment Manager for one of the world’s largest 
international amnesty organizations. 
2. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Hodges met and became romantically involved with 
Johnson in 2003. In 2004, Counter-Plaintiff Hodges became pregnant. When Johnson learned of 
Counter-Plaintiff Hodges’ pregnancy, he severely assaulted her, beating her repeatedly and force 
feeding her aspirin in an attempt to cause her to miscarry. Johnson was ultimately convicted of 
second degree assault and served jail time as a result of this attack. 
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3. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Hodges severed ties with Johnson following the 
assault. However, Johnson’s harassment of Counter-Plaintiff Hodges continued; he repeatedly 
stalked and threatened Counter-Plaintiff Hodges, eventually leading to the issuance of a 
Protective Order against him in 2004. 
4. Despite this turmoil, in December 2004, Counter-Plaintiff Hodges gave birth to a 
healthy boy. Johnson has had little involvement in KDH’s life since his birth, and has never 
retained parental custody rights due to his violent behavior.  
5. Counter-Plaintiff Hodges has also had little to no interactions with Johnson, with 
the exception of repeated and failed attempts to collect court-ordered child support. The only 
other interaction occurred within the last year, when Johnson contacted Defendant/Counter-
Plaintiff Hodges asking for a photograph of KDH (because he had not seen him in so long). 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff Hodges complied and sent Johnson a few recent photographs of 
KDH.  
6. Over the years, Johnson continued to intermittently stalk Defendant/Counter-
Plaintiff Hodges and threatened her life. In 2008, Johnson threated to kill Defendant/Counter-
Plaintiff Hodges and KDH if she continued to seek child support payments, resulting in the 
issuance of a second Protective Order against Johnson. Due to the real and serious threats 
Johnson has made against Plaintiffs/Counter-Defendants now live at an undisclosed address for 
their own safety.  
GiveForward, Inc. 
7. GiveForward is a for-profit corporation based out of Chicago, Illinois.  
GievForward is a “crowdfunding”2 website that, according to GiveForward, has raised tens of 
                                                 
2 Crowdfunding: is defined as the practice of funding a project or venture by raising many small amounts of money 
from a large number of people, typically via the Internet: 
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millions of dollars in 2013 alone.  Its website claims that since 2008, fundraisers done on their 
site with their help have generated a combined $62,638,164 in contributions, of which 
GiveForward retains seven percent. 
8. Donations made through GiveForward are not tax-deductible because 
GiveForward is a for-profit corporation. 
9. Prominently depicting a young, bald child, GiveForward’s website (screenshot 
below) GiveForward holds itself out as “the premiere online platform for medical fundraising” 
that has helped people raise millions of dollars in donations.3   
  
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                             
musicians, filmmakers, and artists have successfully raised funds and fostered awareness through crowdfunding 
http://oxforddictionaries.com/us/definition/american_english/crowdfunding  
3GiveForward’s website was modified on or about August 26, 2013. 
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10. According to what GiveForward told CNN’s Money publication, “GiveForward 
… employ[s] a variety of safeguards to deter scams and ensure that the funds go to the intended 
victims.  GiveForward assigns a live ‘fundraising coach’ to each campaign, who both vets and 
guides the efforts, and will only write checks in the name of the named beneficiary, not the 
campaign organizer.”4   
11. As explained on its website, GiveForward assigns each person who wants to 
fundraise with GiveForward a “fundraising coach” – this coach helps the person creating a 
fundraiser with GiveForward to develop content and to market the fundraiser to enable high 
collections.   
12. GiveForward addresses the problem of fraudulent charities on their Support 
Center page. The company reports that, to screen for fraudulent solicitation pages, GiveForward 
“works very closely with projects on our site. Any suspect or questionable projects are asked to 
                                                 
4 http://money.cnn.com/2013/04/19/pf/crowdfunding-boston-victims/index.html 
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provide more information and will be removed and funds returned if an investigation brings us to 
question the legitimacy of any fundraiser.” 
 
The Fraudulent Fundraising 
13. In April 2013, Ms. Hodges received a 
Facebook message from a stranger, named Monica S., 
who asked to speak with her about KDH and Mr. 
Johnson.  Ms. Hodges gave Monica S. her cell phone 
number.   
14. Monica S. spoke with Ms. Hodges and 
explained that she had been dating Mr. Johnson and 
during the course of their dating Mr. Johnson said: he 
was often spending time with his son, KDH, in the 
hospital because KDH had a terminal heart condition: 
that his son was going to die without surgery; that 
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there was no insurance to cover the costs of the surgery; that he and GiveForward had started the 
fundraiser to raise money for the surgery; and he asked her to get her employer, a large cable 
conglomerate, to provide a hefty donation.   
15. Because KDH’s father is a convicted criminal with a violent history, Ms. Hodges 
was frightened.  
16. Ms. Hodges went online and searched her son and Mr. Johnon’s name on Google. 
Her Google search results revealed this: 
 
17. When Ms. Hodges clicked on these links, she was connected to GiveForward’s 
gut-wrenching, tear-jerking description of her son’s terminal heart condition and recent photos of 
her son, although his last name was listed as “Johnson.”   She discovered that there were two 
GiveForward fundraisers for KDH.  (Exhibit A, ¶ 25). 
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18. GiveForward and Mr. Johnson used multiple social media platforms, including 
Facebook and Twitter to conduct this fraudulent fundraising campaign.  Here are examples of 
GiveForward’s fabricated, fraudulent fundraiser social media activity (Id.): 
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19. The child depicted in the pictures is Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff, KDH, but KDH 
did not and does not have a terminal heart condition.  He is a healthy eight-year old boy.  No one 
had contacted Ms. Hodges—KDH’s sole custodial parent—to ask about the truth of the story, or 
to ask her permission to plaster her minor child’s image and likeness across the Internet.  
20. This situation terrified Ms. Hodges.  Due to the real and serious threat Mr. 
Johnson still poses to Ms. Hodges and her son, they live in an undisclosed address for their own 
safety. (Exhibit A, ¶ 18).  As depicted in the images below, Mr. Johnson is a physically imposing 
man who can and has repeatedly caused physical harm to Ms. Hodges and threatened to do so to 
KDH. 
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21. Until the GiveForward fraudulent fundraiser, Ms. Hodges was fully recovered 
from the trauma and domestic abuse inflicted by Mr. Johnson.  She is a single mother who 
returned to her successful professional and she now works as one of the top HR managers at one 
of the largest amnesty organizations in the world.  She regularly gives back to her community 
and works to promote awareness of domestic violence and to provide funding for the domestic 
violence shelter that saved her life.   
22. Though Mr. Johnson was KDH’s biological father, he was never married to Ms. 
Hodges, he has no custody rights to KDH and has never been a presence in KDH’s life.  
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23. Although Ms. Hodges has made attempts to permit Mr. Johnson some interaction 
with KDH, in the last 8 years of KDH’s life, Mr. Johnson has rejected these attempts and has 
only seen KDH once for 20 minutes at a McDonalds.   
GiveForward’s Response to the Fraudulent Fundraisers 
24. When Ms. Hodges contacted GiveForward to inform them of the fraudulent 
nature of the fundraiser, she was informed by Katie Stout of GiveForward that two fundraisers 
were opened in March of 2013 by Kimani Johnson; the first donation was received on March 19, 
2013, and the fundraisers were closed on April 10, 2013.  
25. According to GiveForward, the fraudulent fundraisers collected a total of 
$11,379.89.  GiveForward kept 7% of the proceeds and distributed the remainder directly to Mr. 
Johnson.   
26. After Ms. Hodges informed GiveForward of the fraudulent nature of the 
fundraiser that GiveForward created with Mr. Johnson, the invasion of privacy of her son’s 
privacy and the misappropriation of his name and likeness, GiveForward’s employee, Katie 
Stout (“Katie”), stated to Ms. Hodges the following: 
• Katie Stout provided that she worked out of a Florida office, but GiveForward is based in 
Chicago;  
• GiveForward assisted Kimani Johnson in the creation of the fundraisers with the help of a 
coach named “Erica”; 
• GiveForward did no due diligence:  
o GiveForward did nothing whatsoever to verify whether Kimani Johnson was the 
parent of KDH 
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o GiveForward did nothing whatsoever to verify whether Kimani Johnson had any 
custodial rights as to KDH; 
o GiveForward did nothing whatsoever to ascertain Kimani Johnson’s criminal 
history; 
o GiveForward did nothing to notify or discuss the case with the real custodial 
parent of KDH, i.e. his mother, Ms. Hodges; 
o GiveForward did nothing whatsoever to verify whether KDH had any heart 
condition or other health ailment for that matter; 
o GiveForward did nothing whatsoever to verify whether KDH was scheduled for 
surgery; 
• GiveForward placed KDH’s picture and name on multiple social media platforms with 
the false and fraudulent story that he had a terminal heart condition that required surgery 
or he would die; 
• GiveForward did so without the consent of a minor child’s sole custodial parent; 
• Kimani Johnson had already collected the funds so that there was nothing Give Forward 
would do; 
• Katie confirmed that Give Forward received 7% of the funds raised, albeit illegally;  
• GiveForward told Ms. Hodges that it refused to notify donors who had donated funds to 
KDH’s “fundraiser,” even though GiveForward was clearly aware that it had engaged in 
fraudulent fundraising;5 
                                                 
5 GiveForward’s counsel has since represented to undersigned counsel that it has contacted ALL donors.  But one 
donor who has been located by investigation insists he has heard nothing GiveForward or its attorneys. 
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• Katie said GiveForward had no intention of returning the funds that were collected (under 
false pretenses), and said if Ms. Hodges wanted to correct the situation, she would have 
to take it up with Mr. Johnson; 
• Katie then spoke with her GiveForward supervisor, Erica Trzechiak, and advised Ms. 
Hodges that Give Forward would not be pursing the matter forward;  
• GiveForward would not contact donors to advise of the fraud; and 
• Katie advised Ms. Hodges that if she wanted to get any further information, she would 
need to subpoena GiveForward. (Exhibit A, ¶ 30). 
27. After this exchange with GiveForward, Ms. Hodges contacted Mr. Johnson, who 
advised that he had returned all the fraudulently collected funds.  Given Mr. Johnson’s 
representations that the monies had been returned, Ms. Hodges again contacted Katie Stout with 
Give Forward and to ask again whether funds had been returned.  In this conversation, Katie told 
Ms. Hodges: 
• Give Forward "hid" the fundraiser profiles and restricted Mr. Johnson's access to the site;  
• Mr. Johnson’s access was limited to seeing the list of donors (without their personal 
contact information); 
• Mr. Johnson could not return the funds to Give Forward; 
• If Mr. Johnson personally knew the donors, he would need to coordinate returning the 
funds, but that Give Forward did not and would not provide donor contact information to 
Mr. Johnson;6 and 
• GiveForward would NOT return the 7% of monies it collected and kept. 
                                                 
6 Thus, GiveForward’s representation to the Court that Mr. Johnson had returned all but $400.00 was clearly not 
accurate.  GiveForward had either violated its donors’ privacy rights by turning their personal information over to a 
convicted criminal who had already engaged in fraudulent fundraising, or GiveForward made the representation 
knowing it would be impossible for Mr. Johnson to find and contact all donors with a refund. 
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28. GiveForward’s representatives said that GiveForward had never heard of anything 
like this happening and that no fraud like this had ever occurred via the GiveForward fundraising 
website.  
29. GiveForward’s response to being notified by counsel of the fraudulent fundraiser 
was to sue Ms. Hodges and her eight year old son in federal lawsuit. 
COUNT I 
INTENTIONAL INFLICTION OF EMOTION DISTRESS 
 
30. Counter-Plaintiffs re-allege and incorporate all of the foregoing allegations as if 
fully set forth herein. 
31. GiveForward and Mr. Johnson intentionally created a false page on 
GiveForward’s website, claiming the minor KDH was suffering from a terminal heart condition 
for the purpose of fraudulently obtaining donations from unsuspecting strangers. 
32. Counter-Defendant GiveForward proceeded in a highly reckless manner, 
exercising no due diligence in the supervision of fundraises submitted to their website.  
GiveForward’s coaches came up with the most compelling fraudulent story possible.  With gross 
recklessness, GiveForward posted a fraudulent fundraiser about Counter-Plaintiff KDH, despite 
the fact every item posted on the page was completely false, Johnson was a convicted criminal, 
Johnson had been previously barred from seeing KDH under a Protective Order, and Johnson 
had no parental rights with regard to KDH.  GiveForward did nothing to verify the facts of 
KDH’s health. 
33. GiveForward exhibited gross recklessness in failing to take any remedial action 
when the extent of Johnson’s fraud was brought to their attention, despite the fact that Counter-
Plaintiff’s minor son had been used a prop to defraud countless good-willed donors. 
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34. The conduct of Counter-Defendant GiveForward would be regarded as extreme 
and outrageous within the bounds of a civilized society. 
35. As a direct and proximate result of Plaintiff/Counter-Defendant’s actions, 
Counter-Plaintiff Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme 
emotional distress from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to 
kill her, has assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his 
fraudulent fundraising activity, and the GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
36. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
37. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
38. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted by 
GiveForward on multiple social media platforms and on the Internet for viewing by her family 
and friends, and countless strangers. 
39. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as they acted with a 
completely reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made 
aware of Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any 
other remedial action, until involvement of undersigned counsel.  
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 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty dollars ($750,000) in 
punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any relief the 
Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT II 
INTENTIONAL MISREPRESENTATION—MONEY DAMAGES 
 
40. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
41. GiveForward and Johnson knowingly and fraudulently asserted that Counter-
Plaintiff’s son KDH had a terminal heart condition to solicit donations on Give Forward’s 
website for a live-saving surgical procedure. 
42. Counter-Defendant GiveForward knowingly, or with reckless disregard for the 
truth, falsely asserted on GiveForward’s website that Counter-Plaintiff’s son KDH had a terminal 
heart condition requiring surgery for the purpose of soliciting donations. 
43. Counter-Defendant GiveForward collectively raised thousands of dollars from 
unsuspecting donors based upon information it either knew, or reasonably should have known, to 
be false, and reaped the profits. 
44. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
s have suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress from 
being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has assaulted 
her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent fundraising 
activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
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45. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
46. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
47. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
48. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
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COUNT III 
CIVIL CONSPIRACY 
 
49. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
50. Without the consent of Counter-Plaintiff Hodges, the sole individual with custody 
of the minor KDH, Counter-Defendant GiveForward worked by agreement or understanding 
with a convicted criminal, namely, Johnson, and conspired to defraud well-meaning individuals.  
51. Counter-Defendant participated in creating a fraudulent fundraising page on 
GiveForward’s website, advertising that Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son was suffering from a 
fictitious terminal heart condition, for the purpose of defrauding donors. 
52. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
53. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
54. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
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55. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
56. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT IV 
AIDING AND ABETTING 
 
57. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
58. Johnson knowingly sought to create a fraudulent donations page on 
GiveForward’s website, falsely claiming that Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son had a terminal heart 
condition, for the purpose of defrauding donors. 
59. Counter-Defendants GiveForward provided substantial assistance, aid or 
encouragement to Johnson by facilitating a platform to host his fraudulent donations webpage, 
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and by failing to exercise due diligence to protect the Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son from 
Johnson’s wrongful misappropriation of KDH’s identity. 
60. In permitting Johnson to solicit fraudulent donations from their website, 
GiveForward acted with reckless indifference. It knowingly failed to investigate Johnson’s 
project, and when fully notified of the extent of Johnson’s deception, refused to take any 
remedial action. 
61. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
62. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
63. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
64. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
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65. Counter-Defendant’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) jointly and severally in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty 
Thousand dollars ($750,000) jointly and severally in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, 
expert fees, other reasonable costs and any relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light 
of the severe harm perpetrated upon Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT V 
INVASION OF PRIVACY – INTRUSION UPON SECLUSION 
 
66. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein.  
67. In displaying Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son’s photo and information about his 
health and well-being on the Internet without Counter-Plaintiff’s knowledge or permission, 
Counter-Defendant intentionally intruded upon Counter-Plaintiff and her son’s private affairs. 
68. Posting and/or facilitating the posting of a child’s likeness, accompanied by false 
claims about the child’s health and well-being on a website set up to fundraise for terminally ill 
individuals, without the child’s parent’s knowledge or consent would be highly offensive to a 
reasonable person.  
69. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
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assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and Counter-Defendant’s facilitation thereof. 
70. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
71. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
72. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
73. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT VI 
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INVASION OF PRIVACY – UNREASONABLE PUBLICITY GIVEN TO PRIVATE 
LIFE 
 
74. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
75. Counter-Defendant publicized Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son’s photograph, along 
with false information about his health and well-being, on GiveForward’s website. 
76. Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son’s health and well-being, particularly false 
statements concerning the same, are not a matter of public concern. Counter-Plaintiff Hodges, 
the only custodial parent, did not intend for or consent to the use of her son’s likeness and 
personal information in such a manner. 
77. The invasion of privacy and invasive use of a minor’s likeness to post a fictitious 
story about his health over the Internet for the purpose of defrauding the public and receiving 
fraudulently-induced donations would be highly offensive to a reasonable person.  
78. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
79. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
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80. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
81. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
82. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT VII 
INVASION OF PRIVACY – PLACING A PERSON IN FALSE LIGHT 
 
83. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
84. Counter-Defendant published false information on GiveForward’s website 
claiming that Counter-Plaintiff’s minor son was suffering from a terminal heart condition, which 
required life-saving surgery, in order to seek fraudulently-induced donations. 
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85. The act of making false statements about a minor on a website designed to help 
those with terminal illnesses in order to defraud donors would be highly offensive to a 
reasonable person. 
86. Counter-Defendant acted with knowledge of the false statements, or with reckless 
disregard to their falsity.  Johnson knew his son was not terminally ill.  GiveForward failed to 
even do a cursory investigation of Johnson’s claims, and therefore acted with reckless disregard 
of its falsehood.  
87. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
88. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
89. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
90. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
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91. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT VIII 
   
NEGLIGENCE 
92. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
93. Counter-Defendant GiveForward owes a duty of care to individuals, including 
KDH, whose image and personal information are used on GiveForward’s website to generate 
funds for both the fundraiser and GiveForward, to take reasonable care to insure the material 
posted on GiveForward’s website is truthful. 
94. GiveForward breached the duty of care owed to KDH by failing to exercise due 
diligence to insure that information posted on its website for the purpose of soliciting donations 
is truthful, and does not take advantage of another for financial gain. 
95. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
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assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
96. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
97. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
98. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
99. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
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COUNT IX 
CONSTRUCTIVE FRAUD 
 
100. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
101. Counter-Defendant GiveForward holds itself out as the “premier online platform 
for medical fundraising,” seeking to gain the confidence of the general public and its donors, and 
purporting to act with their interests in mind.  Accordingly, GiveForward has a confidential 
relationship with the public and its donors.   
102. GiveForward holds itself out as the “premier online platform for medical 
fundraising,” seeking to gain the confidence of those who need assistance raising money to cover 
their medical expenses.   
103. GiveForward breached the duties owed to its donors, customers, and the general 
public, with reckless disregard for their confidence, by fraudulently seeking donations for a 
surgery it claimed was needed by a terminally ill child who is, in reality, perfectly healthy.   
104. GiveForward breached the duties owed to KDH, an individual displayed on its 
website to solicit donations and profits for Counter-Defendant, by using KDH’s name and 
likeness fraudulently for financial gain.   
105. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
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106. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
107. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
108. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
109. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
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COUNT X 
ABUSE OF PROCESS 
 
110. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
111. By contacting GiveForward and notifying it of Johnson’s fraudulent fundraising 
scheme, and by asking GiveForward to return its profits to the donors, Counter-Plaintiff notified 
and “called out” the company on its fraudulent activities. 
112. As punishment, GiveForward surreptitiously sued the already victimized Counter- 
Counter-Plaintiff by filing the Complaint in this action, even though the parties were 
contemporaneously negotiating settlement.  GiveForward, as a major corporation that makes 
millions each year off donors, instituted this action to bully and harass Counter-Plaintiff, an 
individual who notified GiveForward of its fraudulent activities. 
113. In bringing this action, GiveForward acted to satisfy an ulterior motive – namely, 
to punish and harass Counter-Plaintiff Hodges, to force her to expend significant legal fees, and 
to silence her protest about GiveForward’s fraudulent, gross practices. 
114. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has been forced to expend funds to defend against GiveForward’s harassing lawsuit. 
115. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
116. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
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after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
117. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
118. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000)  in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
 
COUNT XI 
 
VIOLATION OF MARYLAND’S CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT - § 13-301 UNFAIR  
OR DECEPTIVE TRADE PRACTICES 
 
119. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
120. MD § 13-301(1) Unfair or Deceptive Trade Practices states: 
  Unfair or deceptive trade practices include any: 
  (1) False, falsely disparaging, or misleading oral or written statement, visual  
  description, or other representation of any kind which has the capacity, tendency,  
  or effect of deceiving or misleading consumers; 
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121. Counter-Defendant GiveForward knowingly, or with reckless indifference, made 
false and misleading statements on GiveForward’s website stating that Counter-Plaintiff’s minor 
son had a terminal heart condition that required life-saving surgery, posting compelling images 
of KDH, and claiming that young KDH would die without the surgery. 
122. These statements deceived visitors to GiveForward’s website, and resulted in the 
giving thousands of dollars in fraudulently-induced donations, of which Counter-Defendant 
retained a percentage for its own financial gain.  
123. GiveForward then sued Counter-Plaintiffs to silence their outcry regarding 
GiveForward’s deceptive trade practices. 
124. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
125. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
126. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
127. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
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after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
128. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable 
costs and any relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated 
upon Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT XII 
VIOLATION OF MD CODE ANN. BUS. REG. § 6-601 et seq. 
 
129. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
130. MD. CODE ANN. BUS. REG. § 6-607 provides: a person may not use false or 
materially misleading advertising or promotional material in connection with a charitable 
solicitation. 
131. MD. CODE ANN. BUS. REG. § 6-608 provides: in connection with a charitable 
solicitation, a charitable organization may not commit an act or engage in a practice that by 
affirmative representation or by omission is misleading about anything important to, or likely to 
affect, another person’s decision to make a charitable contribution. 
132. MD. CODE ANN. BUS. REG. § 6-610 provides: a person may not falsely represent 
that the proceeds of a solicitation or sale will be used for a charitable purpose. 
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133. GiveForward and Johnson created a donation page on GiveForward’s website 
containing information they knew to be false for the purpose of defrauding donors. 
134. Johnson falsely represented on GiveForward’s website that the proceeds of the 
donations he received from donations in connection with his GiveForward page would be used 
for charitable purposes. 
135. GiveForward failed to perform even a cursory review of Johnson’s fundraiser, and 
helped develop and facilitated the fraudulent fundraiser on GiveForward’s website.  By doing so, 
GiveForward engaged in a practice that by affirmative representation or by omission is 
misleading. 
136. GiveForward’s failure to exercise due diligence in the management of their 
website permitted GiveForward and Johnson to affirmatively mislead donors by creating an 
entirely fictional charity, which was likely to affect another person’s decision to make a 
charitable contribution. 
137. As a direct and proximate result of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
from being forced to communicate with Johnson, a man who has attempted to kill her, has 
assaulted her repeatedly, and continues to harass and threaten her, following his fraudulent 
fundraising activity, and GiveForward’s facilitation thereof. 
138. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that complete falsehoods alleging her minor son was dying were posted on the 
Internet for viewing by her family and friends, and countless strangers. 
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139. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotional distress 
after learning that KDH’s identity was illegally used for Counter-Defendant’s financial gain. 
140. As a direct and proximate cause of Counter-Defendant’s actions, Counter-Plaintiff 
Hodges has suffered and will continue to suffer harm in the form of extreme emotion distress 
after learning that her minor son was used as a prop by his own father to defraud countless 
donors. 
141. GiveForward’s actions were motivated by actual malice as it displayed a fully 
reckless disregard for the truth or falsehood of Johnson’s project, and, once made aware of 
Johnson’s deception, made no effort to refund the illegally obtained funds or take any other 
remedial action.  
 WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages and Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand dollars 
($750,000) in punitive damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable costs and any 
relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated upon 
Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
COUNT XIII 
VIOLATION OF MD CODE ANN. COM. LAW § 14-3201 
142. Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff realleges and incorporates all of the foregoing 
allegations as if fully set forth herein. 
143. MD. CODE ANN. COM. LAW § 14-3201 provides:  A person may not violate (1) 
The Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act, 15 U.S.C. § 6101 through 
6108, as implemented by the Federal Trade Commission. 
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144. The Telemarketing and Consumer Fraud and Abuse Prevention Act demands that 
the Federal Trade Commission promulgate rules to protect consumers. 
145. The Federal Trade Commission has promulgated rules prohibiting fraud on 
consumers by use of the Internet. 
146. GiveForward assisted Johnson in creating a fraudulent fundraiser on the Internet 
for the purpose of financial gain. 
147. GiveForward falsely represented that the proceeds of the donations received in 
connection with the GiveForward fundraiser for KDH would be used for charitable purposes. 
148. In holding out the fundraiser for KDH on its web platform, GiveForward 
defrauded countless donors by means of the Internet—conduct that is proscribed by the Federal 
Trade Commission. 
WHEREFORE, Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff demands Seven Hundred Fifty Thousand 
dollars ($750,000) in compensatory damages, plus attorneys’ fees, expert fees, other reasonable 
costs and any relief the Court may deem equitable and just in light of the severe harm perpetrated 
upon Defendant/Counter-Plaintiff by Counter-Defendant. 
Dated:  September 19, 2013   Respectfully submitted, 
 
  /s/     
 Anne T. McKenna, Fed. Bar. No. 23270 
 Steven J. Kelly, Fed. Bar No. 27386 
 Silverman, Thompson, Slutkin & White, LLC 
 201 N. Charles Street, Suite 2600 
 Baltimore, Maryland 21201 
 Tel: 410-385-2225 
 Fax: 410-547-2432 
 amckenna@silvermckenna.com 
 skelly@mdattorney.com 
 
 Counsel for Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 
 I hereby certify that on this 19th day of September, 2013, Defendants/Counter-Plaintiffs’ 
Answer and Counterclaim was served by the Court’s electronic filing system, Case 
Management/Electronic Case Files (CM/ECF), upon the following counsel of record: 
 
Jessica E. Morrison 
McGuireWoods LLP 
7 Saint Paul Place, Suite 1000 
Baltimore, Maryland 21202 
jmorrison@mcguirewoods.com 
 
George R. Spatz 
McGuireWoods LLP 
77 West Wacker Drive, Suite 4100 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 
gspatz@mcguirewoods.com  
 
    /s/     
  Anne T. McKenna 
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